Dosimetric characteristics of linear accelerator photon beams with small monitor unit settings.
Several studies on the effect of tumor cell killing by dose rate variation have implied that the use of a shorter treatment time is more favorable for intensity modulated radiation therapy (IMRT). Aiming at step-and-shoot IMRT with higher dose rates, the stabilities of beam output and profiles with small monitor unit (MU) settings were investigated for various dose rates. With the use of a Varian 21EX (Varian Medical Systems Inc., Palo Alto, CA), static and step-and-shoot IMRT beam output along with profiles were measured by use of an ion chamber and a two-dimensional diode array detector as a function of monitor units and dose rates. For a static case, as the MU approached 1, the beam output increased up to 2% for 300 MU/min and 4.5% for 600 MU/min, showing a larger overdose as the dose rate increased. Deterioration of the beam symmetry and flatness were also observed as the MU decreased to 1 monitor unit. For the step-and-shoot IMRT case, a large dosimetric error of more than 10% was also detected with the use of a small MU segment. However, no definite correlation with the dose rate was observed due to the combined beam start-up effects by the grid pulse and finite communication time between the machine console and multileaf collimator (MLC) controller. For step-and-shoot IMRT with higher dose rates, beam output and beam profile stability with small MU needs to be checked, and adequate MU limitation where segments are not allowed need to be reflected in the step-and-shoot IMRT planning.